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A Loophole Large Enough to Drive an Autonomous Vehicle Through: The ADA’s “New Van” Provision and the Future of Access to Transportation

Bryan Casey*

“If it looks like a duck, and quacks like a duck, we have at least to consider the possibility that we have a small aquatic bird of the family Anatidœ on our hands.”

–Douglas Adams

Introduction

In August 2016, Uber startled the world by announcing that its customers would soon have a small chance of getting a very big surprise. The company revealed that, effective later that month, certain users who request an Uber taxi in the Pittsburgh area will be randomly selected to receive a free ride in one of roughly one hundred brand-new Volvo XC90 luxury SUVs. And, lest anyone should fail to notice, a robot will be driving.

The pioneering transition makes Uber the first company in United States history to offer ordinary consumers rides in self-driving taxis. It is a moment that carries an air of epochal significance, akin to the introduction of the Ford Model T to American roadways. And the optimism afforded this bold step into the future owes in no small part to the potential benefits driverless vehicles hold for disabled and elderly populations otherwise unable to drive.

Yet whether this technology will ultimately be accessible to such populations is far from guaranteed. In fact, it is unclear whether key provisions
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of the Americans with Disabilities Act ("ADA") will even apply to the type of autonomous vehicles Uber is deploying. That is because the ADA imposes vehicular-accessibility requirements on private transportation providers by mandating that all “new vans” in their fleets be accessible to individuals with disabilities—but never actually defines the term "van." And thanks to a loophole that has, for decades, allowed taxi companies to sidestep the ADA’s “new van” requirements by purchasing used vehicles instead of new ones, this gaping lack of definition remains unaddressed to this day.

With the emergence of Uber’s driverless transportation model, however, it appears that the used vehicle loophole’s days are finally numbered. Beginning with one hundred Volvo XC90 SUVs and expanding exponentially, Uber will now be bulk-purchasing new vehicles and outfitting them with aftermarket self-driving equipment for use in its taxi fleet. Uber’s break with convention means that, for the first time since the ADA’s passage, a major transportation company’s vehicular-accessibility obligations will turn entirely on whether certain vehicle types that straddle the line between “automobile” and “van”—such as SUVs—qualify as “vans.”

What is more, Uber is far from the only multibillion-dollar company with a stake in this outcome. With other industrial titans like Lyft, Tesla, Ford, and BMW also announcing their intent to enter the autonomous transportation market, the definition that ultimately attaches to this single term stands poised to have vast economic and moral implications. Indeed, hundreds of millions of dollars, as well as the future of transportation access for millions of Americans, may now hinge on a question that borders on the metaphysical: Just what, exactly, is a van?
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I. The Americans with Disabilities Act’s “New Van” Provision

The ADA is a federal antidiscrimination statute designed to protect the civil rights of people with disabilities. Among other stipulations, Title III of the Act provides: “No individual shall be discriminated against on the basis of disability in the full and equal enjoyment of specified public transportation services . . . .” In fulfilling this mandate, the law requires that vehicles operated by public transportation providers, as well as those operated by “private entities . . . primarily engaged in the business of transporting people and whose operations affect commerce” be “readily accessible to and usable by individuals with disabilities, including individuals who use wheelchairs.”

In light of this broad mandate to promote accessibility, one may wonder why—more than twenty-six years after the ADA’s passage—“only a very small percentage of taxis nationwide are accessible.” The answer lies in an obscure provision, buried deep in the ADA, which exempts virtually all taxicabs from vehicular-accessibility requirements, except for taxis that are “new van[s] with a seating capacity of less than 8 passengers, including the driver.”

This somewhat convoluted carve-out—phrased as a double negative exemption—traces its origins to the ADA’s early congressional negotiations. In theory, the provision was intended as a stopgap measure, allowing pre-ADA transportation services a grace period during which they could acquire new, fully-accessible vans in a piecemeal fashion without incurring debilitating liabilities for those already within their fleets. In practice, however, it has proven to be the opposite of a stopgap. In the quarter century since the ADA’s passage, it has become evident that the exemption has been successfully exploited by the taxi industry, which has found it far easier to comply with the ADA by purchasing new vans than by making their existing fleets accessible. As a result, the vast majority of taxi drivers continue to face difficulties accessing public transportation services, particularly for those who use wheelchairs.
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passage, this seemingly unassuming exemption has grown into a “gaping loophole” large enough for taxi companies to drive entire fleets through.\(^{18}\)

Faced with the costly requirement that any “new van” purchased for service in their fleets be fully accessible,\(^{19}\) cab companies in the post-ADA era zeroed in on a single adjective within the mandate’s wording that offered the legal equivalent of an escape hatch.\(^{20}\) The operative modifier—as far as taxi companies were concerned—became the word “new.” And the escape hatch? To evade Title III’s vehicular-accessibility requirements by purchasing used vehicles instead of new ones.\(^{21}\)

With this single maneuver, cab companies spared themselves the considerable collective costs of transitioning to wheelchair-accessible fleets. And with no sunset clause on the van exemption, this state of affairs persists to this day.\(^{22}\) Taxi companies nationwide continue to purchase used vans rather than new ones—thereby sidestepping the additional costs of retrofitting vehicles with wheelchair ramps or lifts, providing additional training to drivers, paying higher insurance premiums on more expensive vehicles, and losing seating capacity occupied by heavy-duty equipment.\(^{23}\)

Call it poor draftsmanship or a genuinely unforeseeable consequence—the upshot of Title III’s “new van” provision remains the same. It spawned a regulatory dichotomy that has since played out like a science experiment: Exempt one transportation entity from key accessibility requirements and watch what unfolds. Twenty-six years out, the results of this inadvertent experiment could not be clearer. A full 99.8% of public transportation buses, which are not exempt from vehicular-accessibility requirements, are now equipped to accommodate wheelchair users.\(^{24}\) Meanwhile, notwithstanding a
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few important exceptions, “only a very small percentage of taxis nationwide are accessible.”

II. Tomorrow’s Taxis, Yesterday’s Vans

Precisely because the ADA’s “new” versus “used” distinction had, for decades, proved such a formidable carve-out for cab companies, few in the legal community had paid any heed to the provision’s other key descriptor—namely, the term “van.” That is, until 2011, when the New York City Taxi and Limousine Commission (“TLC”) announced it would be bulk-purchasing Nissan NV200 minivans as part of a citywide overhaul of its fleets, called the “Taxi of Tomorrow” initiative.

What the TLC seemingly failed to anticipate, however, was that by purchasing large, brand-new vehicles, it would be breaking with the longstanding tradition of buying used ones that were ADA-exempt. Disability rights activists, spotting the opening created by the TLC’s unconventional approach, pounced. They sued the TLC, arguing that the NV200s qualified as “new vans” under Title III and therefore must be wheelchair accessible.

With the “new” versus “old” distinction out of the picture, the legal question came to hinge entirely on whether the Nissan minivans were, in fact, vans for the purposes of Title III. But as it turns out, despite the ADA’s repeated use of the word “van,” nowhere in the statute nor its implementing regulations was the term actually defined. Indeed, at the time of the ADA’s drafting, vehicle types that straddled the line between sedans and vans—such as minivans and SUVs—had not yet risen to the level of national popularity they enjoyed in the years following the statute’s passage. The ADA’s drafters, by dividing the universe of passenger vehicles into “automobiles” and “vans,” evidently believed they had covered all of their bases. And because the longstanding exemption for used vehicles had essentially obviated the need for clarification, this gaping hole in Title III went ignored for more than two decades.
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III. Where the Rubber Meets the Code

Notice a difference between the two diagrams above? It is not a trick question. They are indeed different. And the difference, as was quickly made apparent in the buildup to the “Taxi of Tomorrow” controversy, may be worth an immense amount of money.

Figure 1 depicts a Nissan NV200 whose hood measures from the leading edge of the windshield to the forward-most tip of the bumper. Figure 2, in contrast, depicts one whose hood measurement stops at the forward-most tip of the “openable hood panel.” Though the difference in methodology may appear insignificant, the resulting difference in categorizations is not. According to the

Environment Protection Agency (EPA)—which defines a “van” as “having no body sections protruding more than 30 inches ahead of the leading edge of the windshield”—the distinction is enough to disqualify the NV200 in Figure 1 from categorization as a “van,” but not the one in Figure 2. Accordingly, even the seemingly straightforward act of measuring a vehicle’s hood was fraught with argument in the “Taxi of Tomorrow” dispute.33

But not only could neither side agree on the length of the NV200’s hood, they could not even agree on whether the EPA’s definition of “van” was authoritative under the ADA.34 Indeed, the EPA’s was just one of many competing, oftentimes contradictory, definitions of “van” to be found within U.S. law—all of which held plausible claims to being definitive for the purposes of Title III.35

Faced with this uncertainty, both parties resorted to dredging up all variety of possible definitions in hopes that one favorable to their side would prove to a court’s liking.36 Their sources ranged from trade magazines, to the Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board, to the Oxford Collegiate Dictionary. And as the two sides discovered, definitions favorable to each existed in abundance.37

With a scattershot of plausible definitions pointing in various directions—and trial fast approaching—the TLC eventually did what most facing millions of dollars in additional costs would be apt to do: it settled, agreeing “to phase in wheelchair-accessible yellow medallion taxicabs so that 50 percent [of its fleet would] be accessible . . . by 2020.”38 But because the controversy never made its
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way to trial, Title III’s exact definition of the term “van” remains genuinely unclear to this day.

**IV. Uber and the Sleeping Giant**

It is against this backdrop that Uber’s transition from a driver-based to a driverless business model must be viewed. Beginning in Pittsburgh, then expanding to other cities nationwide, Uber customers who request a ride will now have a chance of being randomly paired with a self-driving vehicle that Uber purchased, brand-new, from the manufacturer. The first hundred or so of these vehicles will be Volvo XC90s, a luxury SUV model that Uber will have outfitted with aftermarket self-driving equipment. This means that Uber is now entering a phase in which it will be purchasing new vehicles—van-like SUVs, no less—and then retrofitting them with driverless capabilities so that they can provide what is almost certainly an ADA-covered transportation service.

In so doing, the company may have unwittingly awakened a sleeping ADA giant which, until now, had gone undisturbed for decades. For the first time since the statute’s passage, it appears that a transportation provider of national prominence will be routinely purchasing brand-new large vehicles for use in its taxi fleets—thereby potentially triggering Title III’s long-dormant requirement that newly-purchased “vans” be fully accessible to individuals with disabilities.

In fact, there is a very real possibility that Uber’s new SUVs would already qualify as non-exempt “vans” if the question came before a court today. But as should now be obvious from the example provided by the “Taxi of Tomorrow” controversy, the true answer to that question remains unclear to anyone without a crystal ball. What is clear, however, is that the answer will almost certainly be worth hundreds of millions of dollars to Uber and other companies like it, as the transportation industry takes its first tentative steps toward a future in which brand-new autonomous vehicles come to dominate U.S. roadways.

---
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V. The True Taxi of Tomorrow

Uber’s bottom line aside, the disability community’s stake in the resolution of this question is no less significant. More than a quarter of a century after the passage of the ADA, troubling disparities in access to transportation persist for millions of people with disabilities throughout the United States. Of the roughly 57 million Americans with disabilities, over one third—twice as many as those without disabilities—report having inadequate transportation options. Unfortunately, these figures only increase with the severity of the disability. “People with very severe disabilities are twice as likely to think transportation is a major problem as . . . [those] with a somewhat severe disability . . . and over three times as likely as those with a slight . . . or moderate disability . . . .” Due to major demographic shifts spurred by the aging baby boomer population, higher numbers of Americans possess a “severe” disability than ever before. There are currently an estimated 3.6 million U.S. wheelchair users. Of these, nearly three-fifths are sixty-five or older—a synergistic factor that can make them doubly vulnerable to discriminatory inequities. For young and middle-aged wheelchair users, the statistics are no rosier. Only 17.4% of working-age wheelchair users have jobs, as compared to approximately 78% of the general population, and only 11.2% have graduated from college, compared to 21.6% generally.

As a transportation technology that is routinely forecast as a viable alternative to car ownership—even for those otherwise unable to drive—autonomous vehicles present a prospect for the disabled community that was almost unimaginable just a decade ago: true transportation equality. In the twenty-six years since the ADA’s passage, this prospect has come to represent something of a Holy Grail for disability rights activists, who have long sought in vain for a solution to one of the federal statute’s most glaring shortcomings—
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namely, that the ADA is adept at ensuring that buildings themselves are accessible, but not as adept at ensuring that people with disabilities can reach them in the first place.

Those who see the potential for driverless vehicles to bridge this heretofore unbridgeable gap could have no better spokesperson than Uber’s own CEO, who envisions a future in which autonomous taxis drive “prices . . . so low that the per-mile cost of travel, even for long trips in rural areas, will be cheaper in a driverless [vehicle] than in a private car.” Yet, until the liability issues surrounding the ambiguously-defined “new van” provision are resolved, the question of how inclusive this future will be of individuals with disabilities will remain an open one.

Conclusion

In an era increasingly defined by the legal system’s inability to keep pace with rapid technological innovation, the emergence of driverless transportation models offers those who share the ADA’s vision of transportation equality a rare chance at a redo. Yet, as Part III’s diagram exercise demonstrates, continued evasions of liability by future transportation providers—even with a better-defined provision—may ultimately prove difficult to prevent. Whether this is the price to be paid for poorly-worded legislation or a problem in urgent need of regulatory, judicial, legislative, or even entrepreneurial resolution, however, is beyond the scope of this Essay. All this Essay can hope to offer is a call to attention: The transportation industry is driving rapidly toward the future—will people with disabilities be along for the ride?
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